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ON BOARD.  IN LOVE.
As deep and inspiring as love, the sea makes a sublime setting for romance. Introduce your clients to the breathtaking 

possibilities of a wedding with Royal Caribbean®. A personal wedding planner brings their vision to life, while a day‑of coordinator 

ensures a flawless event and your client’s utmost satisfaction. From the vows to the reception to the honeymoon, our multi‑

destination Royal Weddings are always an unforgettable celebration for sweethearts and their guests.

WEDDING PACKAGES
We’ll help your clients select and customize their choice of wedding, vow renewal or proposal package, plus any customization 
options they wish to add. 

SEE FULL INCLUSIONS FOR EACH PACKAGE AT LOYALTOYOUALWAYS.COM

ROYAL PROPOSALSJUST US

ULTIMATE LOVE STORY
Celebrate your love for one another with a private ceremony in one of our spectacular venues. Bring your friends and family 

along. This is as romantic as it gets.

JUST US
From Elopements to Vow Renewals, this package includes everything you need for a simple romantic celebration of a 

milestone together. When your love is big enough to fill the room, you don’t need a guest list.  

ROYAL PROPOSALS
There’s a “yes” waiting for you in one of our beautiful venues, and we’ll have a professional photographer there to capture 

the memory.

ULTIMATE LOVE STORY



TRAVEL PARTNERS — LEARN MORE ABOUT ROYAL WEDDINGS AT LOYALTOYOUALWAYS.COM

ENTERTAINMENT
Start your wedding on the right note with live music at the ceremony. Then dance away 

at your reception with a live band, violinist, or DJ.

SPA SERVICES
Pamper yourself with a couples’ massage, a warm towel shave or prepare for your 

special day with a private hair and makeup session.

FLOWERS
From custom bouquets to accents and arrangements, Royal Weddings offers an array 

of floral options to make your celebration more colorful.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Capture your special moment with our team of professionally trained photographers. 

RECEPTIONS
Create a reception that reflects your personal sense of style. Choose from a variety of 

unique options ‑ from cocktail parties to restaurant buy‑outs. 

MARRIAGE DOCUMENTS
Our licensing specialists will help keep your experience stress free with customized 

preparation of your marriage documents. 
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